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The numerical experiment method is applied for investigationof processe, flnwirn at electrodynamic acceleration oi .olid arma-iurt- The a!gc, r hm. for simulation one-. two- and l imensi-o'n;. i i : p ,- I phenomena basing on finit,- . crence orinite-element method have been developed. One of the problems und-er consideration was investigation of influence of containment phy-sical characteristics up the launch process. Three - dimensional
model of cylindrical railgun with moving solid armature has beenst udied Other paper consentration is the model for investigationsui ed, id for investigationof processes in domains with boundaries of arbitrary shape for two- dimensional case. A problem of existence of continuous metal con-tact between armature and rail in railgun electromagnetic launcherswas investigated. Also the paper concerns the problem of solid ar-matures preacceleration by gas - powder mixture and attached char-ge. The one - dimensional mathematical model of the preaccelerationprocess in Lagrange- mass coordinate for the bore of variable cross- section has been developed.

This work was made under financial support of Russian Founda-tion of Fundamental Researches (project N 93 - 01 - 00634).

I. Investigation of Influence of conducting containment on thelaunch process in Railguns with Solid Armatures.Containment is usuallyt made of conductive material so circula-ting currents emerge in its bulk when armature is accelerated inlauncher. Implemented simulations were dedicated to investigationof these currents' influence on inductance gradient value which ismain outcome. Fig.l presents simplified scheme of the railgun underconsideration. The boundaries of its different components (r, zi)
and their sizes (Ir, |i) are marked The predefined current flows
through the rails (1r2' P1) and yields changeable magnetic field.It in turn afiects the conductive armature (z2' Ir l)  and acceler-
ates last one. Containment (Ir4) covers railgun excluding lateralsides The external radius (represented by dotted line) indicatessimulation zone where boundary conditions are determined Design
and geometric parameters of the launcher meet those in [1] and are

Wcmae use the ordinary mathematical model for description of ele-
conditions We use limited region ior modeling infinite one Under
thal it's need to determine boundarv conditions on artificial boun-di\ r r e implement two types o such conditions A = or
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H = 0 on outer side r 5 .
The problem is solved along with other parts of complete one.

The finite difference method [2] is used for numerical simulation
of stated problem. The difference scheme for similar problems has
been constructed and described in [4]. The details of problem stat-
ement, including initial and boundary conditions specification,
also some results of three - dimensional nonstationary electromagn-
etic phenomena in railguns numerical simulation are presented in
[4, 5].

All electric and physical materials' features are constant
during each calculation. We use the next valuation of denoted data:
time - ms; length - cm; velocity - metres per second; inductance
gradient - mcH/m; conductivity - 10 (ohm-cm) ; current - MA.

1. Preliminary simulations.
We put through some auxiliary computations for clearing up in-

fluence of different geometric parameters. Here the bronze rails
and containment and the aluminium armature were used.

It's need to determine formal boundary of the computational
area for establishing the artificial boundary conditions. When imp-
lementing calculations, we fixed outer containment boundary (r 4 )
and altered the r5  value. The gained results didn't really differ.
Since the containment is well conductive, assumption of AT zero va-
lue on r5 corresponds to reality because all magnetic field energy
was concentrated inside the containment. When using other values of
oT and p, considerable portion of magnetic field energy might perco-
late outward. For assessment of outcome faith we carried out addi-
tional calculations with condition H = 0 on r5 . Containment chara-
cteristics were altering so as it would be possible to compare the
experiment results while using different o- and p values. We could
observe the inductance gradient value didn't substantially change.

The type of the boundary condition determines the place where
extra currents must be induced to compensate the magnetic field in-
fluence at r5 . The condition AT = 0 means that there is a contain-
ment of infinitesimal width on r5 where the currents exist. The co-
ndition HT  = 0 yields additional currents on outside part of the
real containment. Therefore we can conclude that former condition
is preferable for our model.

2. Investigation of influence of geometric containment
parameters on launcher features.

Now we distinguish the calculation which we call "main". It
was implemented with following parameters (in conformity with [l]): \

radius limits (r , r2 , r3 , r4 , r ): 4.5, 9, 14, 18, 22; (p limits

(P 1, P2): T/4, n/2; z limits (z 1, z 2 , z3 ) : 12, 15.2, 23.2; coordi-
nates of current inflow: r0 = 8.8, po = O; materials parameters are
in correspondence with aluminium containment and armature and bron-
ze rails ; current pov er was raising from zero at t = 0 to I =
1.132 and further was declining; the armature velocity at the be-
ginning was vo = 300. We fixed result of all experiments at time t
= 0.478, when the armature was regularly accelerating. Inductance
gradient minimal and maximal values was regarded as main output da-
t a (L L 2 ).(Lpl, Lp2)"

At first series of experiment we investigated the influence of
containment width on inductance gradient value. First, the contain-
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ment outside radius was fixed and its inward boundary value was be-
ing altered. Results are shown in Fig.2. The chart presents induc-
tance gradient values. The front and back rows raw represents the
minimal and maximal values under the calculations. There is a. dec-
line tendency in effectiveness of the launcher while r3 value was

increasing (20percent when r3 raises 1.4 times). Then we were alte-

ring r4  under r3  fixed value. The results of three calculations
didn't really differ when values of the containment outside bounda-
ry were 18, 16, 19. The results' comparison shows that containment
width varying doesn't influence over launch process here, when ma-
Sterials physical characteristics are constant. The influence of co-
ntainment parameters on electromagnetic launch process is deter-
mined by induced in its layer currents. The closer the containment
is to the rails the greater the influence of flowing within it
current must be. The obtained results affirm this statement. The
practically equally outputs obtained while varying r4 make us con-
fident that the currents induced in the containment must flow
Sithin layer of width less than implied Ir4. Therefore the energy

of electromagnetic field doesn't dissipate out of the launcher when
railgun parameters are as described above.

3. Influence of containment conductance.
We put through following analysis when r3  was fixed (r =

11.1r3 = 2) and two containment widths were taken into considerati-
on The r3 value was chosen less than before for the greater influ-
ence of the currents flowing in the bulk of containment. Fig.3 re-
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presents the calculations results. The calculations' parameters di
fiered in containment conductance thus the material properties
didn't correspond to some certain substance.

Besides of the latter calculations we implemented those when
the distance between rails and a containment was more significant
(r 3 = 14, r 4 = 18). Here we assumed magnetic permeability ot conta-
inment equal to 1.3. Three variants were computed with following
values of the conductance : 20, 83, 200. In accordance to it the
values of inductance gradient were 0.570, 0.565, 0.564. Therefore
the dependence shape persisted but quantity differences got slug-
gish.

The obtained tendency is easy to interpret using the equations
of magnetic field diffusion (also see [6]). From them it follows
that currents arises within the layer of larger width when contain-
ment conductivity decreases. This width is one of magnetic field
permeation into the containment. The currents compensate the influ-ence of magnetic field inside the containment in accordance with
Maxwell equations. Thus, total interaction of fields of containment
interior currents yields zero value beginning with some distance
from inner side of containment on condition of its sufficient
width. Yet, in the interior of railgun the result of magnetic field
interaction comes out to be of small dependence on containment thi-
ckness where any significant currents flow. The computations' out-
come shows that allocation of the induced currents in the bulk of a
greater width is a little more preferable in the aspect of inducta-
nce gradient value. Yet there is slight distinction of outcomes
when o equals 830 and 83. Consequently inductance gradient values
were 0.483, 0.493 (r 4 = 14) and 0.488, 0.496 (r 4 = 12). We can con-
clude that there is not tangible magnetic field outside the launch-
er. By further decreasing oa value, magnetic field energy partly di-ssipates out of the launcher. Therefore containment currents yield
magnetic fields of smaller force and the experiments' results veri-
fy It.

4. Influence of containment magnetic permeability.
We implemented a set of calculations when altering p value

(while r 3 = 11) and there were different values of other parameters
(r 4 = 12, o- = 8.3), (r, = 12, a = 83), (r 4 = 14, o- = 83). Fig.4

presents the calculations' results in the same order. The degree of
variance of inductance gradient value must be accentuated. The dif-
ference is significant when o = 8.3. One should notice the positive
effect of magnetic permeability growth. The nature of changes in
results of Sec. 3 calculations and. here is different. In former ca-
se the conductivity of containment material is internal characteri-
stic of containment and it influences the degree of magnetic field
penetration only.

The terms of shock of magnetic field components on border bet-
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ween different media don't contain conductance part. The a- > 0 con-
dition i- ample for obtaining zero value of normal E component. It
is not trut concernirg magnetic permeabilit\ The i , influential
matter here is ratio of ip values on boundary dielectric - contain-
ment There are continues H tangential component and shock of its
normal one, thus the magnetic field lines are refracted bv the some
angle This effect must underlie the obtained results. If is rather
noticeable when containment has relatively small conductance. Hence
we can assume that containment can serve as some accumulator of ma-
gnetic energy which inflows from outside and returns into the syst-
em afterwards.

11. The investigation of metal contact conditions for electro-
magnetic launch of solid armature in railgun.

A physical model of phenomena in contact zone between moving
conductors (rail and armature) is disputable. As an examples see
works [7 - 9]. The works [10 - 12] are dedicated to metal contact
"crisis" phenomenon, which is metal contact change into some other
one. It is followed by sharp rising of contact resistance and loss
of acceleration efficiency. any authors [8 - 12] conclude that
"crisis" is taking place when accelerated body reaches some "criti-
cal" velocity, which altitude slowly depends on entire acceleration
parameters and is determined mainly by features of contact materi-
als. One of these measures for struggle with "crisis" is suggested
in [8, 11, 12] rail design with layer from resistive material.

This work aims at analogously. Its necessity (from our point
of view) is determined by absence of reliable calculation and phys-
ical models of phenomenon and requirement of instrument for metal
contact destroying process investigation.

The reasons of "crisis" according to [11] are the next :1.co-
mplicated current flow through surface, a - spots; 2. gap between
conductors and contact potential drop; 3. conductors triction; 4.
velocity skin - effect; 5. geometry effects. Here we take into ac-
count the last three factors without observing former ones.

We use the next model. At acceleration a metal armature is he-
ated by friction and joule heating. It fuses at melting temperature
and with achieving of boiling one the boiling mass escapes from co-
ntact zone, creal ing cavern. We call critical the velocity, at
which the boiling takes place. Substances parameters are derived
from [13].

The problem is solved in two - dimensional region, correspond-
ing to railgun crossing by longitudinal plane z = const. One half
of the crossing is shown on Fig. 5. In reality we use right arma-
ture iorward side and arbitrary back one.

rail

z air armature air

Fig. 5.
The observed model comprises Maxvcll system of equations in

quasi - stationary approximation for two component of electric fi-
eld (in longitudinal direction) and one component of magnetic field
(intrarsversal), equations for temperature and armature motion.

Developed in this work the simulation algorithm enables to so-
Ive problems in arbitrary regions. The details of construction and
investigation for described scheme are contained in [14].

1. Standard problem parameters.
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We present below results of "critical" velocity v calculati-
ons under different conditions. As a standard parameters we used
the next caliber 1 cm, I = 1 cm, rail height 0.5 cm, current in
time T = 0.2 ms lineally achieved value 10 = 0.5 MA, remaining fu-
rther const. In all calculations initial temperature is 170 C. Ini-
tial velocity is equal to 0. In the most of calculation runs there
was no friction. In all cases <h> = 3.06 e-2 cm, where <h> - side
length of right grid triangle with average triangle square. Its ob-
jective is comparison of our results with [10] data.

2. Armature shape influence investigation (rest armature).
Table 1.

N q0 t (ms)

1 1.25 n 0.861
2 1.5 n 0.472
3 1.75 n 0.246
4 1.8524 n 0.204
5 1.8976 n 0.214

First, we investigate problem of magnetic field diffusion from
inter - rail space with rest armature. Let there is the angle po >
T between armature and rail. We take Al armature and Cu rail and
make runs with different (o. The results are presented in Table 1.
They show process time t o decreases when (o rises as a rule.

The analytical t dependency on po can be tested by results of
simulation. The approximation results are the next correlation
coefficient is equa p = 0.99998 ; root mean square deviation of
simulation data is equal c = 8.845 e-2 ; radius of averaging r 0
3.063 e-2 cm. The obtained r 0 corresponds to used grid. The result
for other <h> shows the rising <h> leads to corresponding rising of
todue to stronger spreading of heat source.

3. Simulation run with different materials.
Table 2.

Rail Armature v
N material oo  material o 0  m /sec

1 Steel 529.0 Al 406.6 667.0
2 Cu 643.5 Al 406.6 684.6
3 Nichrome 9.096 Al 406.6 1006.4
4 Steel 135.6 Cu 643.5 468.9
5 Al 406.6 Cu 643.5 467.5
6 Al 406.6 Steel 135.6 659.6
7 Cu 643.5 Al 406.6 809.5

0.6 mm lay. Nichr. 9.096
8 Cu 643.5 Al 406.6 1213.2
0.6 mm lay. Nichr. 9.096

9 Cu 643.5 Al 406.6 1170.7
1.2 mm lay. Nichr. 9.096

In the Table 2 the v values for different pairs of armature
and rail materials, including layer on their contact surfaces from
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other substance, are presented. The construction geometry in all
variapts are cgmmon. For 1 the reference in the Tabl. the values of o"
at 0 C (in 10 (ohm cm)- ) for the substances are presented.

The results correspond to expected ones, including resistive
material role, presented in [8, 10J. Data show existence of optimum
in layer design connected with interaction between currents flowing
in the rail. Fig. 6 shows the example of current lines for last va-
riant at t = 78 ms.

4. Preacceleration influence.
Data about v are presented below in dependency on armature

preacceleration for Al armature and Cu rail. One .can see (analogo-
usly to [10]) the rising of v0  leads to the increasing of v, but

their difference decreases.
Table 3.

v , m/sec 0. 200. 1000. 1500. 2000.

v , m/sec 684.6 713.2 1292.3 1753.9 2230.1

5. Friction influence.
We present data about friction (k ) influence for the same pa-

ir They show the k influences on v greatly. In fact, changing

k0 , it is possible to obtain any velocity from 0 to vc at k = 0.

Table 4.

k 0.0 0.2 0.35 0.5

v , m/sec 684.6 516.4 369.9 64.6

6. Time dependency of flowing current influence.
Data about dependency I (t) influence for the same pair are

presented below. Here T and 10 are variable.

Table 5.

10, MA 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.2

T , ms 0.2 0.5 0.05 0.2 0.2

1 Q/T 2.5 1.0 10.0 5.0 1.0

v . m/sec 684.6 736.6 607.4 643.4 757.9

One can see the current growth velocity on initial section influen-
ces v mainly. Rising of 10/ i leads to grad H growth, that is j in-

creasing, which has as a result v breaking.

I
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Fig. 7__

7. Armature shape influence.
Here we present data about armature - rail angle po influence.

We study two pairs : Cu rail and Al armature (2 line) and versa (3).
Table 6.

O

(P0 225 270 315 351

v , m/sec 576.8 684.6 829.0 795.0

v , m/sec 359.4 467.5 610.1 590.2

It is seen, the po value influences on v unlike the case with v
0. It is connected with the difference between H on armature back
side and contact surface. This difference creates additional r
-component of current, inversely proportional to Po. Thus the pro-
cess time is result of this effect and one, described in p. 2. Hen-
ce we obtain some optimal angle for armature.

8. Comparison with the real shot results.
We took results of the real shot of 50 g Al armature with ini-tial velocity 400 m/s for testing our model. The rails were Cu. Theexperimental data show sharp drop of railgun current at t = 0.8

-0.9 ms when the armature has v Z 1250 m/s. Our simulation resultswith k0 = 0.1 gave "critical" velocity v = 1270 m/s at t = 0.828
ms. Fig 7 shows the picture of current lines at the process end.

III. Preacceleration.
The typical method of solid armatures preacceleration bases onspeeding up in powder gun. The acceleration is due to pressure dif-ference caused by the gas - powder mixture and the attached chargeburning. The charge is connected to the tail of armature and enabl-es to obtain more effective acceleration regime.
There are two stages in the process of the preacceleration. Atthe first stage the gas - powder mixture in chamber is burning andthe pressure is increasing up to the value p. In this time the dia-phragm between gas - powder mixture and attached charge is ruptur-

ed. Then the burning of attached powder charge starts. That meansbeginning of the second stage. The system comes to dynamic. The gas- powder mixture and the attached charge burn simultaneously. Thearmature motion proceeds also when the charge has already burntwhile its position does not reach the bore end.
At the first stage the attached charge is not in burning andmoving conditions. We assumed that the gas - powder mixture is sta-

tic and homogeneous at the beginning. The process flows homogeneo-usly in the burning region in case of system homogeneous ignition.
All processes are spatial enclosed and evolve only in time.

The burning of progressive powders which are the components of
the gas - powder mixture contains two steps. The first step is bur-
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ning with the surface enlargement - burning before disintegration.
At the second step - after disintegration - the parts formed after
disintegration are burning digressively and their surface reduces.
That is why this process can be described by the general burning
equations [15].

The second stage can be described by the system of the gasdy-
namics equations [2]. This system with initial data and boundary
conditions has been solved in Lagrange - mass coordinate. The dif-
ference model provides full conservativeness of all energy types.

Two models of the attached charge for the phase transformation
have been investigated. At the first model the attached charge is
compressible and at the other one the attached charge is noncompre-
ssible

The ' numerical results of the model have been obtained under
conditions of compressible and noncompressible attached charge.
Fig 8 shows the bore pressure in the model with noncompressible
attached charge. The pressure behind armature in the model without
attached charge is shown in Fig. 9. The comparison of the both fi-
gures shows the velocity in the model with attached charge is about
lur t i es as higher as in model .. ;thout this charge.

Conclusion.
1 The influence of conductive containment on launcher charac-

teristics was investigated by means of computational experiment.
Three basic series of calculations were made. The first one showed
that the currents induced in containment affect the launch process
negatively. Other two series were dedicated to investigation of va-
riance ol railgun parameters when conductivity and magnetic permea-
bilitv of containment were altered. The results' analysis showed
that inductance gradient value was lower when containment material
had feature of high conduction. In third series the refraction of
normal component of magnetic field plays basic role. It is shown
that amplification of such effect influences launcher effectiveness
under other predetermined parameters values. As a whole the simula-
tions showed that influence of entire conductive containment upon
launcher process could be considerable.

2. A problem of existence of continuous metal contact between
armature and rail in railgun electromagnetic launchers was investi-
ga t ed The used physical and mathematical acceleration model inc-
iudild description of fields diffusion into rail and armature, arma-
ture acceleration, mutual friction and heating of conductors, heat
,,)iilctivity, melting and evaporation of armature We have develop-
cl and realized as software the computer code for problem investi-

.ion in two - dimensional approach The "critical' velocity alti-
tudes we- re stated in dependency on different problem parameters.

The calculation run confirms great role of angle points in re-
,hinl of mrlltal contact "crisis. Solution rel'-u! substantially
Si', * '. ;  .. e r, W. li ineans curv; . .. :ear siligl-
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laritv Therefore the <h> specification is an integral part oi the
problem statement analogously other geometry characteristics

3 The problem of solid armatures preacceleration h\ cas - po-
wder mixture and connected charge has been invt.-igaced Th mat e-
matical model in Lagrange - mass coordinate with iul con serva ive-
ness oi all energy lvpes has been developed. TVo of pusi-l, physi-
cal models for connected charge have been investigated. One of them
is compressible charge and another one is noncompressible
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